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Abstract

Water resources planning requires making decisions about infrastructure
development under substantial uncertainty in future regional climate condi-
tions. However, uncertainty in climate change projections will evolve over
the 100-year lifetime of a dam as new climate observations become avail-
able. Flexible strategies in which infrastructure is proactively designed to be
changed in the future have the potential to meet water supply needs without
over-building expensive infrastructure. Evaluating tradeoffs between flexi-
ble and traditional robust planning approaches requires extension of current
scenario-based paradigms for water resources planning under climate uncer-
tainty which take a static view of uncertainty. We develop a new dynamic
planning framework that assesses the potential to learn about regional cli-
mate change over time and evaluates flexible approaches. We demonstrate
it on a reservoir planning problem in Mombasa, Kenya. This approach iden-
tifies opportunities to reliably use flexible, incremental approaches, enabling
climate adaptation investments to reach more vulnerable communities with
fewer resources.

Preprint submitted to Nature Communications September 24, 2018



The challenge of infrastructure planning for climate change adaptation is1

exacerbated by uncertainty in climate projections [1]. Because of the large2

expense and widespread need for adaptation investments, planning models3

play a critical role in targeting available resources. Current approaches for4

water resources planning under climate uncertainty identify robust solutions5

that adequately meet performance goals across many potential climate sce-6

narios [2, 3, 4, 5]. Flexible infrastructure planning has the potential to meet7

goals at reduced cost by building less infrastructure up front but designing8

options to expand in the future if needed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Current plan-9

ning models underestimate the potential of flexible infrastructure planning10

by taking a static view of uncertainty. Many long-term climate realizations11

are compared but not updated over time [11]. We develop a dynamic plan-12

ning approach for water infrastructure planning under climate uncertainty.13

This approach appropriately evaluates flexible approaches by assessing 1) the14

potential to learn about climate change in the future and 2) the impacts of15

learning on investment decisions today.16

Meeting performance goals like water reliability, cost, and access is a chal-17

lenge for planners as water resource systems are stressed by climate change.18

Over the past 10 years, the planning research community has emphasized19

developing "robust" strategies that minimize regret by preparing for a wide20

range of possible future climates [12]. This has been important in developing21

adequate solutions that are relatively insensitive to our limited projections22

of climate change — even if they are suboptimal in any single climate real-23

ization. However, preparing for a wide range of climate scenarios leads to24

expensive overbuilding unless the worst outcomes are realized. Alternatively,25

planners can use a flexible approach in which plans are changed as uncertain-26

ties are realized over time. Flexibility in infrastructure planning and design27

is challenging yet important given the large capital costs and multidecadal28

lifetimes [13]. While flexible approaches may achieve reliability at reduced29

cost, they can also be more expensive by not taking advantage of economies30

of scale common in large infrastructure projects[14]. Additionally, short-term31

reliability outages can occur if infrastructure cannot be adapted quickly [15].32

The impact of supply disruptions varies with end-use and setting. Appropri-33

ate methods are needed to weigh the risks and benefits of robust and flexible34

approaches given the natural, social, and technological context.35

Water planning models typically assess infrastructure strategies statically36

by simulating many long-term climate realizations from GCMs and compar-37
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ing the performance of each alternative strategy across simulations [16, 17].38

GCM projections provide us with the best available estimates of how the39

global climate system will evolve under a given emissions scenario. However,40

as time passes and new climate observations are available, some GCM tra-41

jectories will prove to be more reliable than others. For example, suppose42

current projections estimate a range between 0.5 and 1.5 °C of change over43

the next 20 years. If after 20 years we observe 1.5 °C of change, this sug-44

gests the climate is warming in this region more rapidly than expected. We45

may now shift our projections of change upward for the following 20 years.46

Current approaches neglect this ability to learn about the accuracy of GCM47

projections over time [11, 18]. In reality, planners do take a dynamic ap-48

proach, developing a new set of climate realizations when plans are revisited49

in 20 years that take into account how the climate has evolved in the interim.50

Planning models should reflect this, account for what we might learn in the51

future, and assess the impacts on planning decisions today.52

We develop a dynamic planning framework, illustrated in Figure 1, that53

models the potential to learn about climate uncertainty over time and uses it54

to evaluate flexible planning strategies. We develop a set of "virtual climate55

observations" of mean temperature (𝑇 ) and precipitation (𝑃 ) that reflect56

the range of possible future climates indicated by current GCM projections.57

For each virtual climate observation, we use a Bayesian statistical model58

adapted from [19] to update climate uncertainty estimates. The updated59

estimates reflect what we will have learned if the virtual observation comes to60

pass. We use the updated uncertainty estimates to characterize the transition61

probabilities in a non-stationary stochastic dynamic program (SDP). This62

SDP planning formulation therefore takes into account all the potential new63

information that may be learned in the future. The SDP results develop64

optimal planning policies for each possible future climate in each time period.65

We use these polices to evaluate flexible infrastructure planning approaches66

and compare them to robust approaches. See Methods for details.67

The UNEP estimates that the cost of climate change adaptation invest-68

ments in the developing world may reach $500 billion per year by 2050 [20]. It69

is therefore essential to target infrastructure investments efficiently to reach70

the widest number of vulnerable communities. Flexible planning strategies71

are designed to react to changing conditions and information quickly without72

over investment. They are more likely to be promoted under a dynamic plan-73

ning model that accounts for learning. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the74

first framework that values the ability of flexible approaches to respond to75
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Each panel shows a virtual precipitation observation and its resulting 
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observation corresponds to a state value in the SDP and the updated 
distribution is used to characterize that state’s transition probabilities.
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Figure 1: Schematic of integrated modeling framework.
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learning, therefore more comprehensively evaluating the tradeoffs of robust76

and flexible adaptation strategies. This framework shows promise in identi-77

fying areas where smaller, flexible infrastructure is reliable, enabling billions78

of dollars of potential savings in climate change adaptation investments.79

80

Results81

We demonstrate this method with an application for Mombasa, Kenya.82

Mombasa is the second largest city in Kenya with an estimated population83

of 1.1 million [21]. Urban water demand is currently estimated at 150,00084

m3/day and expected to grow to 300,000 m3/day by 2035 [22]. Mombasa has85

a warm, humid climate with average annual precipitation of 900 mm/yr and86

a mean annual temperature of 26°C [23]. Mean annual runoff (MAR) in the87

nearby Mwache river, the site of a proposed dam, is 113 MCM/yr [24].88

Uncertainty in regional climate change projections makes it difficult to89

assess how large to size the dam in order to meet the yield and reliability90

targets over its full lifetime. While GCMs all project warming in the region,91

there is disagreement on the direction of precipitation change. This creates92

substantial uncertainty in changes in runoff and yield.93

We apply our framework to develop and assess a flexible dam design. The94

flexible design enables extra storage capacity to be added if the initial dam95

becomes insufficient due to warmer, drier climates. We assess three planning96

scenarios, described in Table 1, intended to evaluate the sensitivity of our97

results to social and technological planning assumptions. In the low-demand98

scenarios, we assume a target yield of 150,000 m3/day (54.8 MCM/yr) with99

90% reliability from the Mwache dam. We evaluate the two dam sizes pro-100

posed by the previous World Bank study [18], 80 MCM and 120 MCM, as101

well as a flexible alternative in which the height of the smaller dam can be102

raised, increasing the reservoir capacity to 120 MCM. A high-demand sce-103

nario reflects future growth with a target yield of 300,000 cubic meters per104

day (m3/d), greater than MAR and thus requiring the addition of a desali-105

nation plant; here we evaluate flexible desalination plant design in which106

additional capacity can be added.107

108

Figure 2 a) and b) show historical observed 𝑇 and 𝑃 from the Climate109

Research Unit (CRU) [25] as well as individual GCMs’ projected changes in110
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Table 1: Key planning scenarios and corresponding infrastructure evaluated. DR = dis-
count rate; RO = reverse osmosis; Capex = capital expenditure.

Planning
Scenario Technology DR

Capacity
[MCM]

Capex
[M$]

Small Large Small Large Exp Flex + Exp
A Low Earthen dam 3% 80 120 76.5 99.2 49.6 148.8
B Low Earthen dam 0% 80 120 76.5 99.2 49.6 148.8
C High RO desalination 0% 60 80 183.1 232.2 72.4 255.5

𝑇 and 𝑃 relative to 1990. 90% confidence interval (CI) of GCM projections111

are developed using our Bayesian uncertainty analysis and compared to CIs112

developed using a traditional democratic weighting. The Bayesian approach113

weights models based on how well they match historical observed changes114

in 𝑇 and 𝑃 (see Methods). The democratic approach assumes all models115

perform equally well [26]. Between these two methods, the Bayesian approach116

produces smaller CI because it assigns more weight to a subset of models that117

best match historical change.118

A sample time series of virtual 𝑇 and 𝑃 observations and their corre-119

sponding updated uncertainty estimates are shown in Figure 2 c) and d).120

For each virtual observation, we simulate 10,000 virtual climate time series121

from the current observation to the end of the planning period and construct122

a 90% CI, shown by the shaded regions. This process is repeated for each123

time step, with darker colors in the plot corresponding to the CIs developed124

from virtual observations sampled later in the planning period. The darker125

CIs therefore reflect uncertainty estimates updated with information farther126

into the future.127

Figure 2 e) and f) show how the simulated 𝑇 and 𝑃 observations up-128

date uncertainty in MAR and water shortages (assuming planning scenario129

A) respectively. While MAR correlates closely with precipitation, increased130

warming in the second half of the planning period offsets modest increases131

in 𝑃 . Mean annual water shortages are measured against a 90% monthly132

reliability goal. Strong asymmetric uncertainty reflects the low-probability,133

high-severity risk of droughts; shortages occur only when runoff is substan-134

tially below MAR for several months.135

An alternate time series of virtual time series and CIs analogous to panels136

c)-f) is shown in the SI. Across many different simulated 𝑇 and 𝑃 observa-137
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Figure 2: a)(or b)): Modeled and observed temperature (precipitation) relative to 1990
values with uncertainty estimates. Gray lines are 20-year moving averages of GCM simu-
lations over Mombasa. Purple (green) shaded regions show the 90% CIs using the IPCC
democratic weighting method,(i.e. ±1.64 × 𝜎). Orange (blue) shaded regions show the
90% CI developed using the Bayesian uncertainty method applied to historical observa-
tions before 1990. c)-f): One sample realization of Bayesian learning over time. Black dots
represent a time series of virtual climate observations. Shaded regions indicate the pro-
jected 90% CI, updated with each time period’s virtual observation. Virtual observations
of 𝑇 (c) and 𝑃 (d) are used to simulate MAR (e), and water shortages (f).7



tions we find a similar trend of narrowing of uncertainty in 𝑇 , 𝑃 , MAR and138

shortages, regardless of the direction of change, demonstrating a robust high139

value of information.140

The simulated observations in the Bayesian analysis correspond to states141

in the SDP. The SDP optimal strategy accounts for all possible future ob-142

servations and what would be learned if they were to be observed. In the143

first time period, shown in Figure 3 (a), the SDP develops a threshold as a144

function of 𝑇 and 𝑃 . Above the threshold, in hotter and drier climates, the145

robust dam is optimal and below it the flexible dam is. Due to the small cost146

difference between the flexible and large dam, investing in the robust (i.e.147

large dam) option upfront is preferred if the risk of shortages at the outset is148

high enough. This reduces expected costs by leveraging economies of scale.149

Panel b) shows expansion thresholds for time periods 2-5 for the flexible dam.150

Expanding infrastructure capacity is optimal in drier and warmer states. In151

the 2041-2060 time period, the policy threshold shifts right, reflecting the152

influence of learning and narrowing of uncertainty. In later time periods,153

however, it shifts left, reflecting the influence of the end of the planning154

horizon which disincentivizes investment.155

Figure 4 shows infrastructure decisions under the optimal policy across156

1000 simulated climate time series. In planning scenario A, the flexible alter-157

native is chosen in 90% of simulations, shown in panel a). When the flexible158

alternative is chosen, the option to expand is never chosen in about 90% of159

simulations. This highlights the low probability of reaching a climate dry160

enough to generate shortages beyond 10% of demand. The time period at161

which expansion is exercised varies; more rapid warming and drying leads to162

earlier expansion. Panel b) shows cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)163

of the total cost (including shortage damages) of each alternative across the164

1000 simulations under planning scenario A. The robust alternative has the165

same cost across simulations; as designed, no shortage damages are incurred166

in any feasible climate. The small dam performs better than the large dam167

in about 70% of simulations, but has substantially higher costs in 30% of168

simulations due to large damages from water shortages. The flexible dam169

mirrors the small dam in 70% of simulations, but the reliability risk is sub-170

stantially mitigated because of the potential to expand. The high-end costs171

are higher than the robust alternative because 1) the cost of building the172

80 MCM dam and expanding to 120 MCM is higher than building the 120173

MCM dam upfront and 2) sometimes the dam is not expanded even when174

modest water shortages are incurred. The ability of the flexible alternative175

8



Figure 3: Optimal policies from SDP. a): Threshold for initial decision between robust
and flexible design. b): Thresholds for exercising the option to increase height of flexible
dam. Results shown for planning scenario A.
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to mitigate both the the risk of overbuilding and the risk of severe shortages176

demonstrates the high value of flexibility in this case.177

The value of flexibility changes under planning scenarios B (no discount-178

ing; panels c-d) and C (high demand with desalination plant; panels e-f).179

Without discounting, the robust dam is more favorable; it performs best in180

60% of simulations, has no cost variability risk, and is chosen in 80% of sim-181

ulations. Large economies of scale in the dam mean that a 120 MCM is only182

30% more expensive than an 80 MCM dam for 50% additional capacity. This183

suggests it is often better to build the large dam upfront even if there is a184

relatively low probability that it will be needed.185

Scenario C evaluates a 120 MCM dam combined with a desalination plant.186

We find a high value of flexibility even without discounting. The flexible187

alternative is chosen upfront in over 80% of forward simulations. The CDF188

demonstrates that it outperforms the static alternatives by substantially mit-189

igating the over build risk in comparison to the robust alternative. The flexi-190

ble alternative also modestly reduces the shortage damage risk in comparison191

to the small alternative. While the flexible alternative only reduces cost at192

the 90th percentile and above, this substantially reduces the expected value193

as the maximum cost of the small plant reaches almost M$400.194

Looking across scenarios, the flexible alternative is chosen most often195

in scenario A because discounting incentivizes delayed capital investments.196

This is not the case in scenario B because large economies of scale incentivize197

a single, large investment. In scenario C more modest economies of scale198

lead to high value of flexibility in the absence of discounting, highlighting199

differences in the value of flexibility across technologies. Across all scenarios,200

the flexible dam is expanded in no more than 10% of simulations, highlighting201

the low probability of reaching a climate that is hot and dry enough to incur202

substantial shortages.203

1. Discussion204

The dynamic planning framework developed here accounts for the po-205

tential to learn about climate uncertainty in the future to assess the value206

of flexible infrastructure investments today. We develop an SDP in which207

virtual climate observations comprise the states. The SDP explicitly mod-208

els learning about uncertainty through the use of non-stationary transition209

probabilities characterized by Bayesian climate uncertainty analysis. This210

approach captures the ability of flexibility to react to new information over211
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time. We evaluate flexibility as an alternative planning strategy to achieve212

performance goals such as cost and reliability, rather than an end goal itself.213

This shows its ability to mitigate the risk of overbuilding in comparison to214

robust approaches while still preventing severe shortages.215

The results in the Mombasa application demonstrate the nuances and216

tradeoffs inherent in comparing flexible and robust approaches for planning217

under climate uncertainty. Although the uncertainty and learning is driven218

by the climate system, decisions about whether flexibility is a valuable tool219

in mitigating risk are strongly influenced by social, technological, and eco-220

nomic factors. The large economies of scale in earthen dams make flexibility221

less valuable; it is better to choose a robust alternative when it is not much222

more expensive to do so. Reverse osmosis (RO) desalination, however, is an223

inherent modular technology with modest economies of scale, lending itself224

more readily to flexible planning. The discount rate, which trades off future225

adaptation goals for immediate rewards, promotes flexible approaches. Flex-226

ibility often delays investment, which can be especially impactful in resource-227

scarce areas where unused capital could support other critical infrastructure228

services. The value society places on access to reliable, sustainable water229

supplies — and the damage of short-term outages — is also influential. Fu-230

ture extensions to other planning problems which have differences in degree231

and nature of uncertainty, hydrological sensitivity to climate change, and so-232

cial context can be used to assess under what conditions flexible, robust, and233

traditional planning approaches are more appropriate. Combining this learn-234

ing approach with bottom-up vulnerability assessments that do not rely on235

probabilistic climate projections can address the limitations of GCM-based236

predictions. Identifying opportunities to learn and adapt flexibly can both237

enable efficient individual planning decisions as well as target collective cli-238

mate change adaptation investments to reach a greater range of vulnerable239

communities.240
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Methods368

The SDP uses Bayesian uncertainty analysis to develop a policy for 1)369

whether to invest in the flexible or robust alternative and, 2) if the flexible370

alternative is chosen, under what climate states and time periods it should be371
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expanded. We develop forward simulations for different climate change paths372

by sampling from the transition probabilities to create time series of virtual373

climate observations. We use these virtual observation times series to assess374

the performance of the different alternatives when they operate according375

to the policies developed by the SDP. Probability distributions describe the376

performance against key performance metrics including cost and reliability.377

This approach follows that of engineering options analysis [14] as a tool for378

assessing the value of flexible engineering design. Each of the components of379

this analysis are detailed below.380

Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP)381

Stochastic dynamic programming is an optimization approach that rep-382

resents decision-making under uncertainty using multiple stages or time pe-383

riods. Optimal policies, representing the best possible action as a function384

of the system state and time period, are derived by recursively solving the385

Bellman equation (below).386

𝑉 (𝑠, 𝑡) = argmin
𝑎∈𝐴

𝐶(𝑠(𝑡), 𝑎(𝑡), 𝑡) + 𝛾
∑︁
𝑠∈𝑆

𝑝(𝑠(𝑡+1) | 𝑠(𝑡), 𝑎(𝑡)) *𝑉 (𝑡+1, 𝑠(𝑡+1))

(1)
where 𝑉 is the optimal policy, 𝑡 is the time period, 𝑎 is an action, 𝑠 is387

a state, 𝛾 is the discount rate, and 𝑝(𝑠(𝑡 + 1) | 𝑠(𝑡), 𝑎(𝑡)) are the transition388

probabilities. Here the state space 𝑆 includes mean 𝑇 and mean 𝑃 averaged389

over a 20-year period. The action 𝑎 describes whether a robust or flexible390

dam is chosen, and whether infrastructure capacity is expanded in later time391

periods. Costs 𝐶 include the capital costs of infrastructure and damages if392

the infrastructure fails to meet reliability targets.393

We formulate the Bellman equation as follows. The formulation is iden-394

tical across planning scenarios A-C except where specified.395

𝑆 = {𝑇 (𝑡), 𝑃 (𝑡), 𝑍(𝑡)}
𝐴 = 𝑒(𝑍, 𝑡)

𝐶 = 𝐼(𝑇, 𝑃, 𝑍, 𝑒, 𝑡) + 𝐷 * 𝑈(𝑇, 𝑃, 𝑍, 𝑒, 𝑡)

(2)

where396

• 𝑡 ∈ {1...5} is a 20-year time period ranging from 2001-2020 for 𝑡 = 1397

to 2081-2100 for 𝑡 = 5398
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• 𝑇 (𝑡) is the mean temperature in °C in time period 𝑡, ranging from 25399

to 33 at 0.05°C increments.400

• 𝑃 (𝑡) is the mean precipitation in mm/month in time period 𝑡, ranging401

from 66 to 97 at 1 mm/month increments.402

• 𝑍(𝑡) ∈ {1...4} is the available infrastructure, in which the states corre-403

spond to a small infrastructure alternative, large infrastructure alterna-404

tive, flexible unexpanded alternative, and flexible expanded alternative,405

respectively. The infrastructure alternatives are either a set of dams406

(planning scenarios A and B) or a set of desalination plants (planning407

scenario C).408

• 𝑒(𝑍, 𝑡) ∈ {0...4} is the choice of infrastructure in which 0 is no change,409

1 is a small alternative, 2 is a large/robust alternative, 3 is a flexible410

alternative, and 4 is the expansion of the flexible alternative. The alter-411

natives include a set of dams (planning scenarios A and B) or a set of412

desalination plants (planning scenario C). The choices are constrained413

by time period and available infrastructure such that 𝑒(𝑍, 𝑡 = 1) ∈414

{1, 2, 3}∀𝑍 ; 𝑒{𝑍, 𝑡} ∈ {0, 4}∀𝑡 = 2...5, 𝑍 = 3; and 𝑒{𝑍, 𝑡} ∈ {0}∀𝑡 =415

2...5, 𝑍 = 1, 2, 4416

• 𝐼 is the cost of the infrastructure including capital costs (capex) and417

operating costs (opex). Desalination opex in planning scenario A is a418

function of the water produced in each time period.419

• D is unit cost of damages incurred for unmet water demand, set at 15 $420

/m3 in our base case based on estimates of water productivity in Kenya421

from the World Bank [27].422

• 𝑈 is the volume of unmet demand as a function of the climate states,423

existing infrastructure, and any new infrastructure brought online in424

time t. U=0 in t=1, reflecting that t=1 is a planning and construction425

period and performance is not measured until the beginning of the426

second 20-year time period.427

Bayesian modeling of climate change uncertainty428

We extend the Bayesian uncertainty analysis of [19] to characterize the429

SDP transition probabilities. We limit our focus to uncertainty in model430
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structure rather than emissions or stochasticity 1) because structural uncer-431

tainty dominates long-term precipitation uncertainty [28] and 2) to utilize432

recent statistical methods for characterizing structural climate uncertainty433

[29, 19]. The approach in [19] uses ensembles of projections from the fifth434

phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) [30] to de-435

rive a single distribution describing uncertainty in climate change. In our436

approach, following [19], we use historical observations (or virtual historical437

observations) to estimate the reliability of each model run and therefore its438

weight in the resulting probability distribution. This is in contrast to the439

"democratic" approach used by [31] and Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-440

mate Change (IPCC) in which each model projection is assumed equally441

likely and the multi-model mean and standard deviation is used to derive a442

single probability distribution.443

We extend the Smith et al. (2009) statistical model in three ways. First,444

we apply the model to annually averaged 𝑃 and 𝑇 values separately, assum-445

ing that 𝑇 and 𝑃 are independent. This reflects that a model’s performance446

in estimating 𝑇 may be unrelated to its ability to estimate 𝑃 . Second, we447

apply the model to observed and projected change in 𝑇 and 𝑃 (i.e.∆𝑇 and448

%∆𝑃 ) rather than absolute 𝑇 and 𝑃 due to greater model skill in GCM pro-449

jected changes in temperature and precipitation rather than absolute values450

[32, 33]. This is especially important in our application in Mombasa where451

there is less disagreement in temperature change than there is disagreement452

in hind-casted absolute temperature. Finally, we apply the model to multiple453

time periods in series. Smith et al. (2009) assumed two periods: a histor-454

ical climate (1961-1990) and a future climate (2071-2100). We use pairs of455

20-year time periods from 1980 to 2100, in which the "historical" climate cor-456

responds to the time period in the SDP and the "future" climate corresponds457

to the next 20-year period; this provides the 1-stage transition probabilities458

needed in the SDP. The 20-year time interval was chosen so that interannual459

variability was not driving the trend in precipitation and temperature across460

time periods.461

To implement the Bayesian uncertainty analysis in Mombasa, we use a462

total of 21 CMIP5 members whose modeling group and model run are in-463

cluded in SI Table 1. For each GCM, monthly temperature and precipitation464

values are averaged over 2°S to 6°S and 38°E to 42°E, overlaying the Mwache465

catchment; GCM projections are regridded from their original resolution fol-466

lowing the approach in Boehlert (2015) [34]. The same is done for the ob-467

served climate, where monthly values are taken from the Climate Research468
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Unit (CRU) dataset version TS.3.21 [25]. The analysis is repeated for the469

five 20-year time periods starting with 2001-2020 for t=1 and ending with470

2081-2100 corresponding to t=5 in the SDP.471

Following [19], the statistical model is formulated as follows for ∆𝑇 ; an472

identical and independent model is used for %∆𝑃 .473

𝑋0 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇, 𝜆−1
0 )

𝑋𝑗,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇, 𝜆−1
𝑗 )

𝑋𝑗,𝑡+1|𝑋𝑗,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜈 + 𝛽(𝑋𝑗 − 𝜇), (𝜃𝜆𝑗)
−1),

(3)

where 𝑋0 is the observed ∆𝑇 in time period 𝑡, 𝑋𝑗,𝑡 is model 𝑗’s projection474

of ∆𝑇 in the current time period 𝑡, and 𝑋𝑗,𝑡+1 is model 𝑗’s projection of ∆𝑇475

in the next time period 𝑡+1. 𝑋0, 𝑋𝑗,𝑡, and 𝑋𝑗,𝑡+1 are treated as observations476

from unique normal distributions. 𝜇 and 𝜈 are the underlying means for the477

20-year ∆𝑇 distributions in the current (𝑡) and future (𝑡 + 1) time periods478

respectively. The goal of the analysis is to estimate a posterior distribution479

for 𝜈, which will characterize the transition probabilities. 𝜆𝑗 is the inverse480

variance of 𝑋𝑗, representing the reliability of model 𝑗. 𝛽 is a regression481

parameter that introduces correlation between 𝑋𝑗,𝑡 and 𝑋𝑗,𝑡+1; it is estimated482

by the model rather than assumed. 𝜃 is also an estimated parameter that483

enables a model to have different reliability in the future compared to the484

present. The marginal densities for each of the parameters are estimated485

using MCMC methods; we use the Gibbs sampling approach, parametric486

assumptions, and code developed in [19].487

This approach does have limitations. First, it assumes that GCMs are488

independent of one another, when in fact some models borrow entire com-489

ponents from other models [35]. Second, we assume that a GCM’s ability490

to reproduce ∆𝑇 or %∆𝑃 is a better indication of model performance than491

another metric, such as model variability. Additionally, we are simulating the492

potential to learn in the future using only models available today; repeating493

the analysis in 40 years with a broader range of models reflecting the new494

state of the science may produce larger shifts in CIs. However, this approach495

is the best available to assess learning in the future, which impacts planning496

decisions today. It enables a more precise, validated measure of uncertainty497

in comparison to the democratic approach used by the IPCC.498
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Stochastic weather generation499

Climate impacts on river runoff depend on changes in month-to-month500

variability in precipitation and temperature in addition to changes in the501

mean. We model these two changes separately. To develop monthly time-502

series of 𝑇 and 𝑃 , we follow the k nearest neighbors (kNN) approach as503

described in Rajagopalan et al., (1999) applied to GCM projections. This504

non-parametric statistical approach allows us to impose the mean 𝑇 and 𝑃505

from the SDP while also capturing the standard deviation in monthly values506

and month-to-month autocorrelation projected by the GCMs. This approach507

was chosen for its simplicity and ease of implementation; future studies could508

use other non-parametric approaches such as the local polynomial regression509

method developed in [36]. For each 20-year time period, we employ the kNN510

approach to generate 100 samples of 20-year long monthly timeseries of 𝑇 and511

𝑃 . The resulting time series are then applied to the Rainfall-runoff model512

presented below.513

Rainfall-runoff model514

Next, the synthetic 𝑇 and 𝑃 time series are input to a hydrological model515

to assess the impacts on runoff. We use CLIRUN II, the latest in a fam-516

ily of hydrological models developed to assess the impact of climate change517

on runoff [37, 38, 39, 40]. CLIRUN II is a two-layer, conceptual, lumped-518

watershed rainfall-runoff model. It averages soil parameters over the water-519

shed and models runoff at one gauge station at the mouth of the basin. It can520

be run on a monthly or daily time step. Using the kNN generated samples521

of 𝑇 and 𝑃 , CLIRUN II generates a corresponding 100 samples of 20-year522

long monthly timeseries of runoff.523

CLIRUN II is calibrated using 14 years of monthly streamflow data. Only524

one streamflow gauge, RGS 3MA03, is available in the Mwache basin [24].525

However, it is directly upstream of the dam location, making it representative526

for this study. The same monthly temperature and precipitation data from527

CRU used in the Bayesian climate analysis is used to calibrate CLIRUN II528

for consistency. This temperature and precipitation data is different than the529

local data used in the previous World Bank study [18], leading to different530

calibration results but similar performance (historical MAR: 113 MCM/y;531

World Bank MAR: 133 MCM/y; our MAR: 103 MCM/y). Our analysis532

using CLIRUN II and the reservoir sizing model confirms that the 80 MCM533

dam meets the reliability targets in the current and expected future climate534

but does not meet reliability targets if the climate gets substantially warmer535
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and drier. The 120 MCM dam meets reliability targets across all projected536

future climates, providing a robust alternative.537

Infrastructure alternatives and operations538

In planning scenarios A and B (current demand), capex and opex esti-539

mates for the small and robust dams were developed using the cost tool from540

the previous World Bank study [18]. For the flexible dam, the cost per m3
541

of additional capacity added is assumed to be 50% greater than that of the542

original capacity.543

In planning scenario C we assume a target yield of 300,000 m3/d (109.6544

MCM/y) with 90% reliability over the entire planning horizon, reflecting the545

potential for rapid demand growth on relatively short timescales. This high546

value of demand is consistent with 2035 projections from [22]. In this sce-547

nario, the target yield is greater than observed mean annual runoff in the548

Mwache river and therefore the dam cannot meet the target yield in today’s549

climate regardless of its size. Therefore, we model the combination of a 120550

MCM dam and a desalination plant that is used to supply demand when551

reservoir storage is low. Three desalination alternatives are chosen, analo-552

gous to the dam design alternatives. A low capacity alternative designed553

to meet reliability targets in the current and expected future climate with554

60 MCM capacity; the robust alternative that meets the reliability targets555

across all projected future climates with 80 MCM capacity; a flexible al-556

ternative starts with 60 MCM and can be expanded to 80 MCM. Capex557

and opex estimates for the RO desalination plants were developed using the558

Cost Estimator tool from DesalData [41]. Evaluating this second scenario559

allows us to compare the value of flexibility across two technology options,560

earthen dams and desalination, which have unique water supply profiles and561

cost structures. These planning scenarios, and the cost and capacity of the562

infrastructure considered in each, is summarized in Table 1.563

The infrastructure operation model includes dam operations (and desali-564

nation operations when necessary) that seek to meet the specified yield target565

while accounting for dead storage, net evaporation, and environmental flows.566

Unmet demand is measured for each of the 100 streamflow time series, and567

the average 20-year unmet demand is used to characterize 𝑈 in the SDP568

formulation in equation 2.569
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Supplementary Information570

SI Figure 1: Alternate time series of virtual climate observation with corresponding learn-
ing in uncertainty estimates in T (panel a), P (panel b), MAR (panel c), and shortages
beyond 10% assuming planning scenario A (panel d).
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SI Table 1: Climate model ensembles used

Modeling Center Institute ID Model Name (ens. member)

Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial ResearchOrganization
and Bureau of Meteorology, Australia

CSIRO/BOM ACCESS 1.0 (1)
ACCESS 1.3 (1)

Beijing Climate Center, China,
Meteorological Administration BCC BCC-CSM1.1 (1)

EC-Earth Consortium EC-EARTH EC-EARTH (2, 8, 9, 12)

The First Institute of Oceanography,
SOA, China FIO FIO-ESM (2, 3)

NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory NOAA GFDL

GFDL-CM3 (1),
GFDL-ESM2G (1),
GFDL-ESM2M (1)

National Institute of Meteorological
Research/Korea, Meteorological
Administration

NIMR/KMA HadGEM2-AO (1)

Met Office Hadley Centre MOHC HadGEM2-CC (1)

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology, Atmosphere
and Ocean Research Institute (The
University of Tokyo), and National
Institute for Environmental Studies

MIROC MIROC-ESM-CHEM (1)
MIROC-ESM (1)

Atmosphere and Ocean Research
Institute (The University of Tokyo),
National Institute for Environmental
Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine
-Earth Science and Technology

MIROC MIROC5 (1, 2, 3)

Norwegian Climate Centre NCC NorESM1-M (1),
NorESM1-ME (1)
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